














Arcadia Park Design’s founder and designer is artist Katherine Henry.  Katherine’s upbringing in a 
family of artists and architects saw her formative years running in and out of the studios of world 
renowned painters and sculptors, photographers and printmakers - creatives and makers.  A life in 
the arts has always been the only life she has ever imagined, and her imagination took her many 
places! Her fine art photography and sculptural vessels are in collections throughout the states as 
well as in Europe. 
 

Katherine’s interests in alternative 
printmaking brought her to the digital world 
when Photoshop was a new concept and 
digital prints were just making their way 
into the art world consciousness.  Her 
textiles were born of experiments using 
digital technology to create images on 
tactile substrates and her pillows were 
created to bring that concept into a 
functional art form to be enjoyed by those 
that understand and revel in the unique 
character of the work.  As the new art-
making tools of the digital age have become 
more prevalent, Katherine has lent them to 
her love of home decor to create distinctive 
and original functional works that blend art, 
design and decor.  

Her travels have left little pieces of 
Katherine’s heart in Paris, across Italy and in 
the wilds of western Scotland.  Her Vermont 
studio, a reflection of the need to have 
space and serenity to do her work, is filled 
with reminders of her love of the 
inspirational spaces of the world.  

Images of Venetian stonework, Parisian wrought iron and Celtic carving grace the walls and find 
their ways into the design work.  Any artful architectural detail that has withstood the passage of 
time may interest her eye, work it’s way into her photography and inform her extraordinary 
designs.   

Arcadia Park Designs is known for the heirloom quality of Katherine’s work, the use of opulent 
luxurious silks, the integrity and unique character of the art-based imagery.  Each piece contains a 
fine art print on silk by the artist and subsequently paired with an elegant silk to create a pillow 
unlike any others.  These pillows look spectacular on sofas of linen, silk, velvet and even leather 
and bring elegant touches of color to luxurious bedding ensembles. 
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